In §3 for the investigation of a representation's irreducibility the pseudodifferentiability and some other specific properties of the constructed quasiinvariant measures [12] and [17] [16] these Banach spaces are topologically K-linearly isomorphic with c0(03C90, K). [7] for each e > 0 and for each sequence f n(g) converging to leg) for p-almost every g E G, when n -~ oo, there exists a compact subset K in G such that (G B K) E But V(Q) is dense in H and in view of Formulas (6 -10) (14) . Therefore, 8.4. Note. The loop groups and semigroups were considered above for analytic manifolds with disjoint clopen charts. Each metrizable manifold M on a Banach space X over a local field K is a disjoint union of clopen subsets diffeomorphic with balls in X, since the value group rK := : 0 ~ a? E K} is discrete in (o, oo) (see [14] and Lemma 7.3.6 [6] ). 
